
Spiritual Desolation
Why Might God Allow This?



Prayer is a battle

“Prayer is both a gift of grace and a determined response on 
our part. It always presupposes effort… Prayer is a battle. 
Against whom? Against ourselves and against the wiles of the 
tempter who does all he can to turn man away from prayer, 
away from union with God.” 
Catechism of the Catholic Church #2725



“Finally, our battle has to confront what we experience as 
failure in prayer: discouragement during periods of dryness… 
disappointment over not being heard according to our own 
will; wounded pride, stiffened by the indignity that is ours as 
sinners; our resistance to the idea that prayer is a free and 
unmerited gift; and so forth. the conclusion is always the 
same: what good does it do to pray?” CCC #2728 



Spiritual Desolation

The fourth is of spiritual desolation. I call desolation all the 
contrary of the third rule, such as darkness of soul, 
disturbance in it, movement to low and earthly things, disquiet 
from various agitations and temptations, moving to lack of 
confidence, without hope, without love, finding oneself totally 
slothful, tepid, sad and, as if separated from one’s Creator 
and Lord. St. Ignatius of Loyola Week 1 Rule 4



Principal “Causes” for Spiritual Desolation

There are three principal causes for which we find ourselves 
desolate. The first is because we are tepid, slothful, or 
negligent in our spiritual exercises, and so through our own 
fault spiritual consolation withdraws from us.
St. Ignatius of Loyola Week 1 Rule 9



A Second Reason

The second, to try us and see how much we are and how 
much we extend ourselves in his service and praise without 
so much payment of consolations and increased graces.



A Third Reason

The third, to give us true recognition and understanding so that 
we may interiorly feel that it is not ours to attain or maintain 
increased devotion, intense love, tears, or any other spiritual 
consolation, but that all is the gift and grace of God our Lord, 
and so that we may not build a nest in something belonging to 
another, raising our mind in some pride or vainglory, attributing 
to ourselves the devotion or other parts of the spiritual 
consolation.



What to do in Spiritual Desolation?

Be faithful: Maintain my spiritual practices and resolutions as best i 
can. This is not the time to make changes.

Pray: Ask for help right in the midst of the spiritual desolation

Meditate: Think about truths which strengthen

Penance: small acts of courage which go against the downward pull of 
spiritual desolation



Psalm 22


